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The dependable choice for professionals
Kingston’s Canvas Focus™ Compact Flash card is ideal for content
creators who use DSLRs or other CF-enabled cameras. You can be
confident that your memories will be safe on your next photo or video
shoot. It’s available in multiple capacities up to 256GB1, to provide plenty
of space to capture an entire shoot. Kingston Canvas cards are tested to
be durable, so you can take them anywhere with confidence that your
photos, videos and other data will be protected.

> Ideal for DSLRs and other
CF-card-enabled cameras
> UDMA 7 support enables speeds of
up to 150MB/s read, 130MB/s write2
> Video Performance Guarantee (VPG 65)
for professional-quality video
> Lifetime warranty and free tech support

Features/specs on reverse >>

Canvas Focus™
FEATURES/BENEFITS
>>Ideal for creators — Features UDMA 7 to deliver fast transfer
speeds when used with your DSLR or CF-enabled camera.
>>4K video — With VPG 65 support, this card is ideal for
cinema-quality 4K video2.
>>Get your memories faster — Transfer and edit your
memories quicker thanks to the incredible read speeds
compared to traditional CF cards2.
>>Durable — Tested to be durable and withstand harsh
environments or wherever your latest shoot takes you.

SPECIFICATIONS
>>Capacities1 128GB, 256GB
>>Performance2 up to 150MB/s read and 130MB/s write
>>Dimensions 36.4mm x 42.8mm x 3.3mm
>>Features UDMA 7 and VPG 65
>>Operating Temperatures 0°C to 60°C
>>Storage Temperatures -20°C to 85°C
>>Warranty lifetime

KINGSTON PART NUMBERS
CFF/128GB
CFF/256GB

1. Some of the listed capacity on a Flash storage device is used for formatting and other functions
and thus is not available for data storage. As such, the actual available capacity for data storage
is less than what is listed on the products. For more information, go to Kingston’s Flash Guide at
kingston.com/flashguide.
2. Speed may vary due to host and device configuration.
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